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1. INTRODUCTION 
The notion of the symmetric homogeneous algebraic integral equation was intro­
duced by W. SCHMEIDLER in [1] as a generalization of the linear homogeneous integral 
equation with a symmetric kernel. The existence of a real eigenvalue and the cor­
responding eigenfunction [1,2] and the countable infinity of eigenvalues [1] were 
proved under certain assumptions. In the following we shall show how it is possible 
to prove the countable infinity of the set of eigenvalues of the symmetric algebraic 
integral equation using the theory of branching of solutions [3]. 
2. THE CASE OF LINEAR SYMMETRIC INTEGRAL EQUATION 
The linear symmetric integral equation 
(1) fiy(s)~ f K(s,t)y(t)dt = 0, 
J tf 
where \i is a real parameter, the variables s, t vary over a finite one- or more-dimen­
sional region **/ and the kernel K(s, t) = K(t, s) is a real continuous function, has at 
most countably infinite set of eigenvalues. This is caused by the fact that the eigen-
functions corresponding to any two different eigenvalues are mutually orthogonal. 
The simple proof of this assertion cannot be directly generalized to the symmetric 
algebraic integral equation. In [1] the proof of the countable infinity of simple 
eigenvalues of (l) is taken over to the proof of the non-existence of such sequences of 
eigenvalues (different from the studied eigenvalue) and corresponding eigenfunctions 
which converge to a given eigenvalue and eigenfunction respectively. The countable 
infinity of eigenvalues in the algebraic case is proved under certain assumptions in the 
same way. Now we shall prove the countable infinity of eigenvalues of (l) on the 
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basis of the following consideration: Let ji0 be an eigenvalue and let y0(s) be the 
corresponding eigenfunction of the kernel K(s, i). It is necessary to find out whether 
there exist 8 > 0 and e(8) > 0 such that for every \x from the ^-neighbourhood of the 
point ju0(|/i — \i0\ < 8) equation (1) has at least one non-zero solution y(s) such that 
||y(s) — y0(s)\\ < £ (i.e. lying in the e-neighbourhood of the solution y0(s)). In the 
affirmative case it means that equation (1) is also nontrivialiy solvable in some neigh-
bourhood of the point /x0 and so the set of the eigenvalues is innumerable. 
Let JU0 # 0 be a p-multiple eigenvalue of the kernel K(s, t) with eigenfunctions zt(s) 
(i = 1, p) continuous in s& for which (zh z3) = 8tj holds. Then 
(2) y0(s) = fAfzI.(s) 
i = l * 
where At are arbitrary constants is the general solution of (l). If we substitute 
(3) fi = ju0 4- X , y(s) = y0(s) + v(s) 
in (1), we obtain the equation for v(s) 
(4) fi0 v(s) - J K(s, 0 v(t) dt = -A(y0(s) + v(s)) . 
Introducing the kernel L(s, t) 
p 
L(s, t) = K(s, t) - n0 £ Zi(s) zt(t) 
i = i 
instead of K(s, t), equation (4) can be written in the form 
(5) v(s) = t Ct zt(s) - A (I + E) (y0(s) + v(s)) 
i=i ii0 
where 
(6) Ct = f z((t) v(t) dt, E = f £(s, 0 ... dt; 
I is the identity operator and JB(s, t) is the resolving kernel of the kernel fi0
iL(s91). 
Let us look for the solution of (5) in the form of the series 
oo 
(7) v(s) = x C i ' . - . C ^ V U - ) -
i i + .-. + i p + i = i 
Substituting (7) into (5) and equating coefficients of Clf ... Clp
pXl we obtain the follow-
ing expressions for vhtl t(s) 
(8) *>o...oio...oiv5) = - ( —) 
i-th index VW 
z,(s), i = í,p, l = 0, oo , 
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»0 ...Ol(s) = ( ) Ë Å'г ZІS) > / = 1, 00 , 
».,....,.(*) = 0, El." = 2 ' l = 0, oo. 
i = 1 
Choose such numbers D, Y0, Vand Zf (/ = 1, p) that 
(9) ||/ + E\=D9 \\y0(s)\\ = Y0 , |K 5)| | = V, 
||z.-(s)|| = Z f , i = 1, p 
where ||t>(s)|| = max \v(s)\. From (9) and (5) we have the equation for V 
(ю) и = £ | c l | z ( + 0(^0 + и) 
from which we determine V uniquely for \X\ < |/i0|/-P- Looking for the solution of 
equation (10) in the form 
v= t \c^...\c^\x\'vh...lpl, 
h + ... + lp + l=l 
we easily find that 
\K.,M\ = Vu...i,i; 
it means that the series (7), which can be written with respect to the special form of the 
functions vll%Jpl(s) in the form 
(11) v(s) = j>.(*)[c. + (A, + O f ( ^ J ] , 
converges absolutely and uniformly according to 5 to the unique solution of equation 
(5)for|A| = | M - ^ 0 | < | / / 0 | m i n ( l , l / D ) . 
Substituting (11) into (6) instead of v(s) we get the system of equations determining 
the constants Ct 
(12) —L-(At + Ct) = 0, i=17P , 
j«o + ** 
from which there follows (X =f= 0) 
(13) C, = - . 4 , ; 
this is not a small solution tending to zero with X -» 0. The unique solution of equa­
tion (1) in the neighbourhood of the point fi0 mentioned above is y(s) = 0 as follows 
from (13) and (11). Hence, the assertion is proved. 
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3. THE CASE OF GENERAL SYMMETRIC ALGEBRAIC INTEGRAL EQUATION 
Let us apply the previous consideration to the homogeneous algebraic integral 
equation generalizing equation (1) 
(14) p»f(s) - l V / ( * ) f ... f L,(stt ... * , ) n /
 + 1( 'M = 0, 
fi = ° JsJ JsJ *=-
(fi + 1) v = n - P 
where n ^ 2 is an integer, \x is a real parameter, the variables s, fl5..., rv vary over 
the same finite one- or more-dimensional region s/, L^s^ ... *v) are real functions 
symmetric with respect to all the variables and continuous in the whole definition 
region. Let ju0 # 0 be an eigenvalue and let y0(s) be the corresponding eigenfunction 
continuous in J4 of equation (14). Substituting (3) into (14) and assuming that 











0 = 0 JsJ JsJ -=-
is different from zero and (without loss of generality) positive, we write equation (14) 
in the following form: 
(16) v(s) V(p(s)) - [ K(s, t) v(t) V(K0) dt = f(s) 
J sJ 
where 
K{3,t) = - — ^ ^ ...t,)h/0+%)dti9 
V W J P W ) ^ 0 JSJ JX? '=2 
m = - ^ [-(A + nor «*) + yo(*)r + 
+"l(* + / ^ (<*) + yo(s))p f ... f L,K ... *,)fl W'I) + yo(^+1 dJ ; 
the sign' means that/(s) does not include expressions with X° v°(s) and X° v(s). The 
kernel K(s, *) is symmetric and it has at least one real eigenfunction corresponding to 
the eigenvalue 1. Let number 1 be a p-multiple eigenvalue of the kernel K(s, t) with 
the eigenfunctions zt(s)(i = 1, p) continuous in $4. At the same time there is zt(s) = 
= cpi(s) ^p(s) (i = 1, p) and — as it can be easily proved — zt(s) = y0(s) yjp(s). 
Substituting 
K(s, t) = L(s91) + £ zt(s) Zi(t) 
t = i 
into equation (16), we can write 




(18) Q = f zf(OKt)V(p(t))dt 
and the notation (/ + E) has the same meaning as in (5), F(s, t) being the resolving 
kernel of L(s, t). If we look for the solution of equation (17) in the form (7) we obtain 
for the functions vllmtJ t(s) the system of relations 
(19) *V..oio...o(s) = <MS) > ~ = ! ' P -
i 
- . . . . o t W - - - - ^ . 
A<0 
-o...o2....o(-) = - ^ - j (I + -0 ^ | - ( " ) A yV\s) 9?(») + 
+ iVof ( ? u - w ( s ) f - f m*h - on^n^do + 
0 = o \\2J J ^ J ^ j=i 
+ /*(» - /9 -vg"'(-) <?.(s) (*••(* h(sh • • • tv) yg(t0 «P,0I) dt! fl / 0
+ %) dtj + 
+ i/K« - /*) *$(-) f • • • f - ^ ' i •••',) /o~ "Oi) <??('i) dti fl yo+ '(';) dt; + 
J s/ J st J~2 
+ _{n -p)(n-2fi- l)yfc) f ... f Lp(st1...tv)y^tl)<pi(tl)y^t2)(pi(t2)dtldt2 . 




vh...ipi\s) = "(s» yo> uio...O' • • •> uo...oi> • • •> ^d- n2....v • • •'
 yhi2..rPf-1) ' 
/t + ... + /p + / = 2. 
The convergence and uniqueness of the series (7) where the functions vlittJpl(s) are 
given in (19), can be proved analogically as in the case of equation (1) (seealso[3]). 
On the basis of (18) and (7) we have the system of equations determining Ct (i = 1, p) 
оо оо оо 
(20) _: с1'...с;'1){».1#0+ X С 1 ' . . . с | г ^
| с 1 ! ! л , - о , . = 1,р 
11 + ... + 1р = 0 [ = 1 
^..м=|^(....ио-«(07(ко)^-
h + ... + l0 = l ( i + - . . . + I 0 = O 
where 
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For some details concerning the derivation of system (20) and its discussion for some 
special cases see [3]. From this system it is not obvious, in general, that there do not 
exist small solutions Ct(X) (i = 1, P), i.e. Ct(X) -> 0 for X -+ 0 and, consequently, v(s) 
of the same properties. Hence the set of eigenvalues of equation (14) is for p > 1 
generally innumerable. 
Assume now that number 1 is a simple eigenvalue of the kernel K(s, t) with the 
corresponding eigenfunction zt(s) = y0(s) ^p(s). As there follows from (7) for p = 1, 
we can look for the solution of (17) in the form 
oo 
(21) < s ) = £ C">Xlvml(s). 
m + J = l 
For the functions vml(s) 
(22) v10(s) = y0(s), M » )
 = z 1 ^ . 
vi0(s) = 0 , i = 2, oo 
v^s) = h(s; y0) , ij = 1, oo 
is valid. C can be determined from the equation 
(23) £ c " £ A ^ D ^ O 
m = 0 1=1 
where 
A-I = ľ P.|(0 Jo(í) KO d í 
As D 0 1 = — l/jU0 is different from zero there exists no small solution of equation (23) 
as well as none of equation (17). The set of eigenvalues of (14) is in this case countably 
infinite. 
4. THE SECOND ORDER SYMMETRIC ALGEBRAIC INTEGRAL EQUATION 
Let us consider the special case of equation (14) for n = 2, i.e. the equation 
(24) ii2 y2(s) - f f Ustxt2) y(tx) y(t2) dtx dt2 = 0. 
J J4 J si 
As in this case 
P(s) s ii20 y0(s) , 
let us assume that y0(s) is different from zero in si and positive. Further assume 
that number 1 is a simple eigenvalue of the kernel 
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, л , л л f LІ^2)Уo(tг)dt2 
o(s) Уo{t)) J * 
The increment v(s) of the solution yo(s) in a neighbourhood of the point fi0 can be 
determined from the equation 
(25) v(s) = C y0{s) + ) (I + E) - I - \ -(Z> + 2kN) (v(s) + yjs)f -
- nl v\s) + f f L(sttt2) »(/..) v(t2) df, dtA . 
Looking for the solution of (25) in the form (21) we can prove easily that fm,(s) = 
= vmi Jo(s) (vmi a r e constants). Hence, let us look for the solution of (25) in the form 
of the series 
00 00 
5 * (26) v(s) = y0(s) ( £ C
mvm0 + £ A' £ CTvml). 
m=\ 1=1 m=0 
Substituting (26) into (25) and equating coefficients at the same powers of A, we obtain 
(27) I C - i ^ - C , 
m=l 
£ Cmvml = (—)\c + l)
2 P,^(C), / _: 1 
where Pt-^C) is a polynomial of (/ — l)-st degree with respect to C. As 
/ t o f >>o(0d' = -
holds we get on the basis of (23) the equation for C 
(28) (C + if ( - 1 + £ (£jPi+iW) « 0 • 
It is obvious that equation (28) has not small solutions C(X); the unique solution in 
certain neighbourhood of the point A = 0 is C = — 1, which gives v(s) = — y0(s) and 
thus y(s) = 0 in this neighbourhood of fi0. Thus the countable infinity of the eigen-
values of equation (24) follows again. 
5. CONCLUSION 
So we have proved the following 
Theorem. Let Lp(stx ... tv) be real functions symmetric with respect to all the 
variables and continuous in the whole definition region. If every eigenvalue ft # 0 
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and the corresponding eigenfunction y(s) continuous in s/ of equation (14) satisfy 
the assumptions 
a) the expression (15) is different from zero in $4, 
b) number 1 is a simple eigenvalue of the kernel K(s, t)f defined in (16), 
then the set of the eigenvalues o/(14) is at most countably infinite. 
From the^proof given in Sec. 3 there follows that the condition b) of the Theorem 
cannot be made generally weaker. The consideration from the theory of branching 
of solutions on which the proof is based is useful for the study of the set of the eigen­
values of a general non-symmetric homogeneous algebraic integral equation in 
contradistinction to the consideration used by W. Schmeidler and leads to interesting 
results which will be included in the next paper. 
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